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Overview 

• Review 

• Homeworks 

• Language Families 

• Historical Reconstruction 

– The Comparative Method 

– Approaching Historical Problems 

• History of English 



Review 

• Historical Linguistics and Mental Grammar 

• Aspects of Historical Linguistics 

– Phonology 

– Morphology 

– Syntax 

– Semantics 



Language Families 

• We have been talking about how languages can develop 
into different dialects over time. If language communities 
remain distinct and uninfluenced by each other for long 
enough, two different language varieties can develop into 
completely different languages.  
– This occurs when the two language varieties cease to be 

mutually intelligible 

 
• These separate languages come about through various 

systematic sound change rules that have applied 
separately to each dialect that has caused them to deviate 
over time from the original language variety that was 
shared.   



Language Families 

• This means that even though they have developed into 
separate languages, we expect to find systematic 
correspondences and systematic differences between 
the phonemes of some words from those languages 
that will can be used to reconstruct the earlier word-
from that was shared by the two languages.  

 

• When two languages can be shown to belong to a 
shared ancestor, we talk about the ancestor as the 
mother language and the later languages as daughter 
languages 
– Here we go using trees to show various hierarchies again!  



Language Families 

• If multiple language scan be shown to belong to a 
shared ancestor, we talk about them as language 
families.  This means that we can classify groups 
of languages based on what family they belong 
to.  
– These language family names are based on where the 

original people group would have been located, not 
based on what modern language form is closest to 
the original. 

– If there is a language that does not seem to be related 
to any other languages, we call this an isolate. (e.g. 
Basque) 



Language Families 

• The Indo-European Family  

– Germanic 

• Gothic (East; extinct) 

• Icelandic, Faroese, Norwegian, Danish, Swedish (North) 

• English, German, Dutch, Frisian, Afrikaans, Yiddish (West) 

– Celtic  

• Welsh, Breton, Cornish, Irish, Scots Gaelic, Manx (Insular) 

• Gaulish 

– Italic (Romance) 

 



Historical Reconstruction 

• We mentioned earlier that if two or more 
languages are related, then we should be able 
to see systematic sound correspondences 
across their words that will allow us to 
reconstruct earlier language forms.  

 

• Whenever we are talking about historical 
forms, we indicate this by placing an asterisk 
(*) next to the historical form of the word 

 

 



Historical Reconstruction 

• Just because you find “similar” words  does not 
man that a genetic relationship exists between 
the two languages.  
– Borrowing (from each other, or even from a third 

language 

– Chance resemblance 

 

• Which English word is genetically related to the 
Greek word? 

 Greek δεκα [ðeka] English decade/ten 



Historical Reconstruction 

• decade < French decade ..., < Latin decas, decadem, < 
Greek δεκάς, δεκάδα, a group of ten, < δέκα ten 
(Oxford English Dictionary) 
– Greek >(borrowing) Latin >(historical change) French 

>(borrowing) English 
 

• ten < Old English tíen, -e, Anglian tén, -e, Common 
Germanic, = Old Low German *tehan, ... < Old Saxon 
tehan (tîan, tein), ...  < Old Germanic *teχan, beside 
*teχun [<] pre-Germanic *ˈdekm 
– Pre-Germanic >(historical change) Old Germanic 

>(historical change) > various descendants 



Historical Reconstruction 

• So if borrowings can look more alike than 
genetically related words/morphemes, how 
do we identify genetic relationships? 

• The key is in systematic correspondences 



Systematic Correspondences 

• Consider the following forms (given in 
orthography) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• What is the systematic pattern? 



Systematic correspondences 

• Sound Correspondences (Grimm’s Law) 
 
 
 
 

• Each row is called a correspondence set. It shows what 
segment in certain languages correspond to other sounds 
in other languages.  
 

• Can we state any generalizations here? 
– Skt/Gk/Lat __: Germanic __ 
– Separate sound change for Sanskrit ʃ also.  



Systematic Correspondences 

 



Systematic Correspondences 

• Sound Correspondences (Grimm’s Law) 

 

 

 

• Can we state any generalizations here? 

– Skt/Gk/Lat __: Germanic __ 

– Do we see anything likewise consistent in the 
separate sound change for Sanskrit? 



Systematic Correspondences 

 



Systematic Correspondences 

• Sound correspondences (Grimm’s Law) 

 

 

 

 

• This set is more complex, more different sound 
change rules have applied in the different 
languages.  
– However, still quite systematic.  



Homeworks 

• Due Tuesday the 24th:  

– Writing Assignment 9 

– Homework Assignment:  

• p. 291, Exercise 1, (a) – (g) 

• p. 294, Exercise 10 

• p. 294, Exercise 11 

• p. 291-92, Exercise 2 

• p. 292, Exercise 3 
– The tilde above certain vowels indicates that it is nasal. 



Have a good day! 


